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alex.maslov@northforkcomposites.com

From: gary.loomis@northforkcomposites.com
Sent: Thursday, December 15, 2022 10:26 AM
To: Alex Maslov; mschwitters@hotmail.com
Subject: Re: C602 comment

Marc, 
 
I received a copy of your post to the rodbuilding.org forum from my CEO, Aleks. 
 
I find your note incredibly disrespectful. 
 
There are folks in this world who would fault a man for selling his company to another, once they are given 18 months to 
live. There are also those who would also write that reference to Shimano that you wrote without realizing that they 
have sued me at least four times. 
 
I was the person that inspected your blank, as the case with every single C602 blank that we are shipping. I would gladly 
build on it. I have your signed certificate, we don't ship it in the same tube as the blank, as we do not want the certificate 
to be bent during shipping. 
 
You also mention that the last blank you received looks like a broken finger off a melting snowman, I would like for you 
to attach some pictures, online is fine, my eyes are not as good as they used to be - but I can still spine a blank, and 
evaluate it for a first rate rod build. 
 
In light of the above, I have asked our office staff to send you a return label, and I would like to purchase the blank back 
from you at full retail price of $300. (Just think, you will make $150 over the span of 90 or so business days, and that is a 
fantastic return on your 
investment) 
 
In addition, I think it is best that you find another blank supplier, we are not a good fit. 
 
Gary 
 
On 2022-12-15 09:59, Alex Maslov wrote: 
> Gary - 
>  
> Here you go. 
>  
> Alex 
>  
>  
>  
>  
> Best, 
> Alex 


